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The information proper economics program applies to the following tertiary BTSs: SME-PMI assistant management. Assistant Manager of international trade with The European Common Repository. corporate communication accounting and organization management. business management. negotiations and customer relations. Transport Files Tertiary BTS
Act Economics Program 212.5 KB LuMaMeVeSaDi 1234 567891011 1213141516161718 19202223 262728293031 1131Ube 20 July, 2020Ed September 03, 2020digiSchool Economics Law is a heavyweight test for BTS students. Its purpose is to report on your ability to understand and analyze the economic and legal environment of this situation. To help
you pass this exam comfortably, here are some methodological tips. Here's what you can see in the right economy test. The BTS economics test assesses your economic and legal skills as an example. The topic of the eco-right leads you to mobilize your knowledge and your ability to think and build an argument. This applies to students from the following
eight higher BTS: ACT SMEs (BTS GPME)Support Management Action (BTS SAM)International Trade (BTS CI)Communication (BTS Com)Accounting and Management (BT CG)Operational Commercial Management (BTS MCO)Negotiations and Digital Relationship with Customers (BTS NDRCTransport and Logistics Services (BTS TPL) It takes place in
two two-hour parts : economic and legal. The economic part of the first part of the review is based on an understanding of the economic factors that influence the decision-making of multiple agents. You will be asked to analyze economic information using theoretical criteria to identify its consequences and problems. Here are the various themes of the
program that need to be carefully revised for D-Day: Coordinating Economic Solutions through exchangeSsthe Wealth Creation and Economic GrowthDependation of Wealth Finance Economic Activities Economic Policy within the European Office of the World EconomyIn the legal part In the second part, you will need to have experience in the legal
framework in particular. This section is usually based on several documents.la in the mastery of the law that apply to various economic and economic actors Legal documentationMovement reasoned decision To maximize your chances of success we advise you to consider five main topics of the program affiliated with the law, namely: the individual at
workThe builders and organizationsConrange, support for the companyThere's economic activitiesComit in the face of the criteria of the rating Part discipline weighs as much in the balance as others. If you thought you prioritized the economy over the law, don't think about it! You will also be judged on several criteria, such as: relevance of analysis, rigor of
the process of accuracy of knowledge, logic of reasoningBy Youma Djigu to succeed in your BTS NDRC, you will have to put a package on topics related to customer relations and sales, as well as on management knowledge .... And to pass these different tests, nothing better than to train! To help you, we provide NDRC BTS annals for previous years and
during BTS 2020 week. Then find a correction for each theme. This will allow you self-esteem and thus improve to D-Day! Topics and corrected BTS NDRC 2020, 2019, 2018, 2017, 2016 General Culture and Expression: theme - Corrected Business Management: The subject of a corrected economy - Law: theme Adjusted Economic, Legal and Management
Culture: Subjective Management and Business Management: Subject - Corrected Review of YOUR BTS 2021 with Studyrama! BTS NDRC - Topics and Fixes: Go Further Changed to 03/21/2019 Published 04/05/2018 Do You Want to Know Whether You Passed the Right Economy test on the BTS Negotiation and Digitalisation of Customer Relationship
2019 exam? Once you leave the exam room, download for free and with a simple click, a correction that the teacher will have made at the same time as you! On Monday, May 13, 2019, the NDRC will take a test on economics and law for the capital's candidates. By logging in to Studyrama, find the subject of the test and get the corrected offer for free. You
don't have to wait until the results of the day to find out if you succeeded! Find the theme of The Economy-Law BTS NDRC 2019 PART RIGHT Review of your BTS 2021 with Studyrama! BTS NDRC - Fixed topics and fixes droit bts nrc cours. méthodologie droit bts nrc. cours de droit bts nrc 2ème année. sujet droit bts nrc. correction droit bts nrc 2018.
exemple note structurée droit bts nrc. corrigé eco droit bts nrc. eco droit bts nrc
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